Eclipses & Planetary Stations

Timing and Forecasting
With Dorothy Oja
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“One planet calls to another and one star enquires of another.”

William Blake
A Timing Method –

The Key Importance of Station Points, Eclipses, Moon Phase degrees –

We’re looking at the “numbers” for the year.
**Planetary Stations** are:

Power focal centers, power collectors, markers that guide the action of the year.

Find the *most potent* Station or Eclipse Point and start there. (To the Sun, Moon, ASC., MC Nodes, inner planets)
Some of this lecture is new material...

Events related to a particular Station or Eclipse point can happen in advance of the actual Station or Eclipses...

Because, these points resonate powerfully and leave an impact on the psyche.
Yearly Signals

1. Planetary Station Degrees
2. Eclipse Degrees
An additional step:
3. Moon Phases at or near the Station or Eclipse degrees you’ve identified – in particular, New and Full Moons, but also the Quarter Moons.
Make note when Moon phases support/activate Planet Stations or Eclipse degrees (before or after.)

Make a list of Planetary Stations, Eclipse degrees and Moon Phases for the year – insert them into a chart and watch the story unfold.
The Question of Orbs

Begin with 2 - 3 Degrees on either side of the exact Station or Eclipse degree.

Observe those planets that may be a bit out of that range. You may still get some effect.
USA Chart

Overarching Eclipses for USA:

T. Solar E. @ 27 Leo 8/21/17 reinforced by:
   P. Solar E. @ 27 Aquarius 2/15/18

Focused on USA Moon/Aq 27, and semi-sextile Pluto/Cap 27
Recent Example:

Any transit to a station/eclipse degree will bring action when the Moon or another planet triggers.

President Trump withdraws from the IRAN Nuclear Agreement on 5/8/18 with Moon/Aquarius = the USA Moon.

t. Mars conjunct USA Pluto @ 27 Capricorn and semi-sextile USA Moon 27 AQ.

t. Mars re-triggers @ SD 28 Capricorn (8/27/18)

t. Mercury re-triggers @ SD 27 Scorpio (12/6)
Moon Phase Key Contacts for USA - 2018

US Moon 27 Aquarius – US Pluto 27 Capricorn

NM 26 Cap (1/16)
NM 26 Aries (4/15)
FQ 29 Virgo (6/20)
FQ 27 Libra (7/19)
FQ 25 Scorpio (8/18)
FQ 23 Capricorn (10/16)
FQ 23 Aquarius (11/15)
More Planetary Stations for USA -2018

Pluto SR @ 21 Cap - 2 incj. Mars 21 Gemini H7 (4/22/18)
Pluto SD @ 18 Cap -2 sq. Saturn 14 Libra H10 (9/30/18)
Uranus SD @ 24 Aries - 4 sq. USA Mercury 24 Cancer H8 (1/2/18)
                     incj. Neptune 22 Virgo H9
Uranus SR @ 2 Taurus - 4 sext. Venus 3 Cancer H7
Neptune SR @ 16 Pisces - 3 incj. Saturn 14 Libra H10
Neptune SD @ 13 Pisces -3 trine USA Sun 13 Cancer
Saturn SR @ 9 Cap - 1 incj. Uranus 8 Gemini H6
Saturn SD @ 2 Cap - 1 opp. Venus 3 Cancer H7
Jup. SR @ 23 Scorpio 12 –
      trine USA Mercury 24 Cancer H8 (3/8/18)
                     incj. USA Mars 21 Gemini H7
      sext. USA Neptune 22 Virgo H9
Jup. SD @ 13 Scorpio - 11 trine USA Sun 13 Cancer H7
Mars SR @ 9 Aquarius - 2 sext. USA Uranus 8 Gemini H6
Mars SD @ 28 Cap -2 conj. USA Pluto 27 Cap H2
Venus SR @ 10 Scorpio – 11 trine USA Sun 13 Cancer
Venus SD @ 25 Libra -10 sq. Pluto 27 Cap H2 & Merc. 24 Cancer H8
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Mercury Stations

Mercury SR @ 16 Aries opp. USA Saturn 14 Libra H10
Mercury SD @ 4 Aries sq. USA Venus 5 Cancer H7

Mercury SR @ 23 Leo opp. USA Moon 27 AQ H3
Mercury SD @ 11 Leo sext. USA Saturn 14 Libra H10

Mercury SR @ 13 Sagge incj. USA Sun 13 Cancer
Mercury SD @ 27 Scorpio sext. USA Pluto 27 Cap
sq. USA Moon 27 AQ
If there is more than one Station or Eclipse point affecting a single planet, then that planetary energy combination will take precedence for the year.

The loop (path) of the Rx cycle is key in interpreting Pull/Push
Interpretation

Use keywords to begin...

How frequent is this transit?

The two stations of any planet are linked.

If one point is active for you, the other will resonate as well and will produce a result when triggered.
Donald Trump
Male Chart
Jun 14 1946, Fri
10:54 am EDT +4:00
Queens, New York
40°N43' 075°W52'
Geocentric
Tropical
Equal
True Node
Rating AA
From an online copy of his BC
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Donald Trump Key Contacts:

Solar Eclipse 27 Leo & P.Solar Eclipse 27 Aq
On ASC/Dec 29 Leo w/Mars/Leo 26

t. Pluto SR @ 21Cap H5 opp. Saturn 23 Cancer H11

t. Neptune SR @ 16 H7 sq. Uranus 17 Gemini H10
inconj. Jupiter/Libra @ 17 H2.

t. Mercury SR @ 16 Aries H8 opp/sext. Jupiter & Uranus

t. JU/Sc SR @ 23 H3 inconj. Sun 22 Gemini, trine
Saturn/Cancer, sq. Mars/Leo @ 25

t. Mars SR @ 9Aquarius H6 opp. Pluto 10Leo.
(Mars perfects the transit 10/10/18 as VenusRX sits @
10deg. Venus RX SR @ 10Scorpio.)
Prince Harry (Henry)

Male Chart

Sep 15 1964, Sat
4:20 pm EST -1:00
Paddington
51°N32' 000'W12'

Geocentric
Tropical
Placidus
True Node
Rating A
Prince Harry Key Contacts:

2016 – When Harry met Meghan –

t. Mercury SR @ 0 AQ. (1/5/16) sq. Pluto 0 Scorpio.
t. Jupiter SR @ 23 Virgo (1/7/16) conj. Sun 22 Virgo
t. Saturn SR @ 16 Sadge (3/25/16) conj. Mars 16 Sadge
t. Mars SR @ 8 Sadge (4/17/16) conj. Uranus 9 Sadge.
t. Pluto SR @ 17 Cap (4/18/16) sq. Venus 17 Libra!
t. Mercury SR @ 23 Taurus (4/28/16) trine Sun 22 Virgo.
t. Mars SD @ 23 Scorpio (6/29/16) sextile Sun 22 Virgo
t. Saturn SD @ 9 Sadge (8/13/16) conj.
A.Solar E. @ 9 Virgo (9/1/16) sq.
t. Neptune SD @ 9 Pisces (11/19/16) sq.
t. Saturn SR @ 27 Sadge (4/5/17) conj. Neptune 27 Sadge

t. Saturn SD @ 21 Sadge (8/25/17) sq. Sun 22 Virgo

**t. Pluto SR @ 19 Cap (4/20/17) sq. Venus 17 Libra (2\textsuperscript{nd} time)**

**t. Pluto SD @ 16 Cap (9/28/17) sq. Venus 17 Libra (3\textsuperscript{rd} time)**


*Engagement announced 11/27/17.*
Meghan Markle 2016

P. Solar E. @ 3 Libra (3/23) conj. Moon 4 Libra,
Saturn 4 Libra, Jupiter 6 Libra!

trine Sun 11 Leo

trine Sun 11 Leo

trine Sun 11 Leo

sq. ASC 24 Cancer.

opp. Pluto 21 Libra.
Thank You!

For being here!

Dorothy Oja

DOja07@gmail.com

FB: PlanetWeatherNews

Twitter: @OjaDorothy